
Buzzboard Definitions List 

Several factors on how each category calculates score. This is to help benchmark 

your website and start conversations about your digital presence.  

Multi-Screen Compatibility  

• Mobile Friendly and Responsive Design - Ease that the website can be viewed on different size 

screens (mobile/tablet/desktop).  

• PageSpeed Score (out of 100) - Score refers to how fast the pages loads. Quick way to fix this is 

to compress or shrink images file sizes that are on the landing page.  

Commerce Tools 

• Not applicable in most HVAC contractor situations 

Advertising  

• How much does the business spend on various modes of advertising to reach their target 

market?  

Search Engine Indexing  

 Is the website indexed on major search engines? – Indexing.  

• If website page(s) are not indexed, they may not appear in search results. Each search engine 

requires separate indexing 

Technologies  

Retargeting – someone visits your site/page and able to send them directed ads or messages once they 

leave your site.  

Facebook web custom audiences - from your website is a targeting option that matches people who 

visit your website with people on Facebook, using the Facebook pixel. You can then create an ad to 

show to that audience. 

Keyword Analysis (SEO)  

• An analysis of the keywords used in the website to determine their rank in the three search engines. 

SEO Analysis - Is the website optimized for search engine exposure? 

• Domain Redirection - Web pages may have multiple URLs (as a result of using session IDs or for other 
reasons). If exactly the same content is available through different URLs, Google will consider it as 
duplicate content and penalize such sites. Domain redirection involves setting your preferred domain 
and informing Google about it, so the site is not penalized for duplicate content. 

• Robots.txt - Robot.txt file excludes search engines from crawling pages that you do not want them 
to. For instance if you have a print version of a page, you may want to exclude it from crawling to 



avoid being penalized for duplicate content. Or you may want to save bandwidth by excluding image-
heavy pages from search engine spiders. 

• Sitemap.xml - Google recommends creating a Sitemap.xml based on the Sitemap protocol. 
Sitemap.xml helps make sure that search engines know about all the pages on the website, including 
URLs that may not be discovered by the normal crawling process. The same sitemap file can be 
submitted to the other search engines, such as Bing and Yahoo. 

• Title Tag Compliance - A title tag is the main text that describes an online document and is displayed 
on the top left of the window. It is the most important on-page SEO element. Each page should have 
a unique/key-word optimized title tag within 100 characters. 

• Location in Title - Including the city in the Title Tag is very helpful for keyword ranking and getting 
discovered via local searches. 

• Unique Title - A title tag is the main text that describes an online document and is displayed on top 
left of the window. It is the most important on-page SEO element. Duplicate page titles confuse users 
when they are all displayed in search engine results pages. Google recommends that each page of a 
site should have a unique Title. 

• Meta Description Compliance - Meta description is the information that is displayed as a snippet on 
search engine result pages. It should be within 200 characters. Description tags are extremely 
important in gaining user click-through from search engine result pages. 

• Headings Included - Headings are important for organizing and structuring the content on a web-
page. 

• Image Optimization - Large images increase the page-load time. Apart from that, sometimes search 
engines cannot read images, so it is helpful to provide alternative text called "alt-tags". Images must 
be optimized for size and alt-tags. 

• Frames Excluded - Frames are used to make the job of the web designer easy. However, search 
engines find it hard to crawl and index sites that include frames. The site risks not getting indexed if it 
has frames. 

• Flash Excluded - It is not a good idea to include Flash on the site. Flash is not always helpful, as not all 
browsers have flash players. Flash also increases page-load time. Flash might be attractive for user 
interface but not SEO friendly. 

• Backlinks - Backlinks are incoming links to the website. They enhance page ranking, so it helps to 
keep track of the number of backlinks. 

• MOZ Rank - MozRank is a score (between 0 and 10) that indicates the importance of the web page on 
the Internet. Pages earn MozRank by the number and quality of other pages that link to them. The 
higher the quality of the incoming links, the higher the MozRank. Those sites with lower or no rank 
need to work on getting lots of links from semi-popular pages or a few links from very popular pages. 
This can be done through article submission, social sharing, blog commenting, etc. 

• Rich Snippets - Adding a structured data markup to your website helps Google algorithms in better 
index and understand your content. By using some of the data, you can create and display Rich 
snippets, which will make your webpage stand out in the Google search engine results page, thus 
giving you the added edge over your competitors. 

• SEF URL - A site's URL structure should be as simple as possible. Consider organizing your content so 
that URLs are constructed logically and in a manner that is most intelligible to humans (when 
possible, readable words rather than long ID numbers). For example, if you're searching for 
information about aviation, a URL like http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aviation will help you decide 
whether to click that link. A URL like 
http://www.example.com/index.php?id_sezione=360&sid=3a5ebc944f41daa6f849f730f1, is much 
less appealing to users. Consider using punctuation in your URLs. The URL 
http://www.example.com/green-dress.html is much more useful to us than 



http://www.example.com/greendress.html. We recommend that you use hyphens (-) instead of 
underscores (_) in your URLs. Overly complex URLs, especially those containing multiple parameters, 
can cause a problems for crawlers by creating unnecessarily high numbers of URLs that point to 
identical or similar content on your site. As a result, Googlebot may consume much more bandwidth 
than necessary, or may be unable to completely index all the content on your site. 

• Sitemap.html - Using sitemaps has many benefits, not only easier navigation and better visibility by 
search engines. Sitemaps offer the opportunity to inform search engines immediately about any 
changes on your site. Of course, you cannot expect that search engines will rush right away to index 
your changed pages but certainly the changes will be indexed faster, compared to when you don't 
have a sitemap. 

Social Media Presence – Commitment/ Engagement  

- Does the business have a presence on major social media? 

• Do they show up on all platforms? Each are used for different types of messages and audiences. 

Marketing should be reflective of platform. In message and delivery.  

SMO Analysis  

Presence on social media platforms and corresponding data regarding each’s primary drivers and 

interaction points.  

Local Business Presence (LPM with DAC group) 

- Does the business have a listing on popular local search services/directories/guides that people use to 

find a local service, driving directions to the business and also read user reviews? 

• NAP – Name Address and Phone - Name, Address and Phone of the business as mentioned in 

the specific directory. 

o These should be consistent across all mediums and platforms.  

 

Content Analysis  

• Videos - Indicates if the website has video content. Targeting companies with video signal detection 
is a highly efficient way to prospect for companies that believe in storytelling, advertising and 
building an audience. 

• Local Phone Number - A local phone number helps users and search engines know that this is a local 
business. Presence of a local phone number helps in evoking instant visitor action. 

• Address on Homepage - A local address is one of the local markers that lets search engines and users 
know that this is a local business. Moreover, the visitor may not have the patience to hunt for the 
address on inner pages. Presence of address on the Home page is vital for better website 
performance. 

• Map & Directions - Prospective customers need directions to reach the business. Moreover, a map is 
one of the elements that lets search engines and users know that this is a local business. 

• Contact Us - Presence of Contact Us page helps generate leads via phone or forms. 
• Privacy Policy - Websites directly or indirectly collect user information such as name, email, phone, IP 

address, etc. It is therefore mandated in many jurisdictions to include a Privacy Policy statement to 



let users know how the information will be used. In fact, it is a necessity for running a Google 
AdWords campaign, if you intend to collect any information from the visitors. 

• About Page - Helps establish credibility. 
• Services Page - It is important to provide users with a clarity on the services offered. 
• Newsletter - Helps keep the customers updated about the latest in the business and its 

products/services. 

 

 


